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Making the ordinary

Extraordinary
est 2005

Merry Christmas?
It could be, if you let your friendly
neighbourhood bartenders come and set up
one of our deluxe mobile cocktail bars right
in your home, workplace or venue of your
choice!
From simple cocktail receptions for you and
your guests to the wildly popular ‘san-greal
experience’ where we come to you and teach
you how to make all your cocktail favourites
in a fun and engaging way, while sampling
as you go!
Alternatively, you can go a little further and
let us look after your entire Christmas party,
we can bring it to you, or we can source a
venue, the food, the staff and all importantly
the cocktails!
Make the ordinary – extraordinary!
Give us a call and we would be more
than happy to discuss any needs and
ideas that you may have.

San-greal Bartending ltd
10 The Boulevard
Belfast, BT7 3 LN
Tel: 028 9064 7902
E: info@san-greal.com
www.san-greal.com
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Editorial

Reader beware !

They say summer is something that happens to other
people. Drink magazine took heed of this old adage,
deciding to keep a low profile for the dour days just
past. We now return with no expectations of glorious
weather but with glorious expectations of Issue 4.

In a bid to combat the Baltic weather, we are introducing
you to the troubled history of the green fairy that is
absinthe. From this flight of fancy we move on to the
raucous balladeer Shane MacGowan and his legendary
intake of alcohol. Those of a queasy nature look away
now. From one legend we effortlessly breeze on to
another, albeit a fictional one. Sit back and marvel at the
Withnail and I drinking game but readers beware; this
is a fictional account of several days of hedonistic debauchery condensed into a couple of
hours of, well hedonistic debauchery. DO NOT ATTEMPT THIS AT HOME.
Chris ‘Shergar’ Strong is under the gallows in our bartender interview and the ever-popular
Joe Lindsay must prepare for the hangman’s noose in our likeminded celebrity interview.
We bid a welcome return to our scorching hot socialites in the Sipping Senorita’s page
before taking an irreverent look at the world of wine tasting. We also tip our hats to the
return of the Connoisseurs Club, exclusively here with drink magazine. For good measure
our analytical brains take a look at Carlsberg’s advertising cannon, leading us cringingly
to that oh so flexible slogan: Carlsberg don’t do magazines, but if they did, they would
probably do this one!!
Remember, drink a little less and choose your drinks wisely. Drinking is an art, not a
sport.

News

Great or Desperate
Minds:
The
smoking
ban has inspired
inventors to create
an electric cigarette
that circumvents said
ban. A small white
stick, which looks
just like a cigarette,
contains a chamber
that
vapourises
pure liquid nicotine
into a puff of steam.
And not only does it
sidestep the ban but
conveniently enough
the Big C also, as
the vapours smokers
will inhale contain
only nicotine. So,
it’s battery powered,
apparently the same
buzz, cancer free and
it goes by the catchy
name of Gamucci
Micro
Electronic
Cigarette

Competitions
Finlandia
Vodka
Cup Finals are to be
held for the first time
outside of London this
year, in you guessed
it little old Belfast.
News
Belfast Fashion Week
Autumn 08: shows
start from 16th October
at the Baby Grand.
Fashion
frenzied
shows, cocktails a la
San-greal and more
importantly the chic
clientele of Belfast.
Congrats
Egg in their face
for BBC 2’s Egg
Heads.
Congrats
to
the
victorious
Botanic team in their
annihilation of those
Egg Heads. Who
say’s a bartender
doesn’t know best?

Drink Chasers:

With regards to your TOP 10 drunken
performances; surely anything Oliver Reed has
done or Dick Van Dyke’s legendary drunken
attempt at a cockney accent in Mary Poppins.
- Ollie fan
Drink says: first of all don’t call us surely. This
was a list of the greatest acting performances
in conveying the effects of alcohol. Your angle
would be called ‘Top 10 alcoholics to have
worked in Hollywood’. Sorry to say but we here
at drink don’t fancy a libel case.
SMS your feedback to 0770 751 3556

What’s
Hot?
Muriel’s Café Bar
Belfast
Apparently the
sun
Return of the
football season
Vodka and burn
The Midori Mix
Team- coming to
a bar near you!

Bartender
Interview
Chris ‘Shergar’ Strong
(or is it the prestige?): worked
all over, currently at apartment bar.

5. Favourite haunt and tipple?
The ‘Duke of York’, and most definately
Corona.

1. First Alcoholic beverage: What?
Where? When?
Pint of harp, in the globe I was 18 and had
just realised that I was no longer going to
be a professional footballer. I think my late
start has hampered my drinking ability.
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2. What’s the best thing about your job?
Those damn ‘Estrella Damm’ promotion
girls.
3. Who would you most like to serve and
more importantly who would you most
like to refuse?
Rihanna, I like her hair.. Definately local
bar ‘tycoon’ Mark Beirne, he has refused
me often enough.
4. What is the most insanely stupid
question a punter has ever asked you?
“Can I have a brandy and coke?” This was
in the Bacardi B-Live tent at Oxegen.

6. Worst chat up line you have ever been
on the recieving end of?
Are you looking for staff at the minute?
If not, Could I get your number in case
anything does come up?
7. Favourite drinking story?
Some idiot bartender I was with at Oxegen
got so blocked he thought it would be a
good idea to jump out of the 3rd storey
window in the hotel we were staying in.
Enough said. You know who you are!
8. Favourite cocktail to prepare and
why?
Definitely a vodka or gin martini, all the
hard work is worth the effort and it is a
seriously cool drink.
9. If you were a drink what would you
be?
A Wray and Nephew Bellini. Don’t ask just
try it. 50ml Wray and Nephew mixed with
Veuve Cliquot Grand Damme. It’s the way
forward.

Drunken poets
Quote Of The Month:

“If I had to live my life over, I’d live
over a saloon!”
- W.C. Fields.

Do You Really Know
What You Are Saying?
Dutch Courage:
Because of the Anglo-Dutch Wars
round about the 17th century, the
British weren’t too fond of the
Dutch. They claimed that cowardly
Dutch soldiers required copious
amounts of booze before facing
battle; hence a drink before facing
something unpleasant is now
known as Dutch courage.
Go on the tear:
The word ‘tear’ is derived from the
Old English word ‘teran’ meaning
‘to consume or destroy.’ Both of
which are apt to happen when
one goes on the tear or rip.

The Angry Bartender Explored - Abe
scene 4 - fools order

Top 10 Reasons to
Keep Drinking:
1. You’ve forgotten who you
are, so keep drinking in the
vain hope for a moment of
clarity
2. It would be rude not to
3. Free bar
4. The guys hanging around
the street corner are
surprisingly good craic
5. Derren Brown is your
housemate and you’re scared
to go home
6. You can’t think of any
reasons not to
7. You’ve heard it’s possible
to drink yourself sober
8. You’re got a tenner burning
a hole in your pocket
9. You’re Irish. People expect
you to be drunk
10. Because if alcohol is the
root of all evil you want to get
to the bottom of it once and
for all
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‘Abe’ is just back from holidays and it’s his first night back at
work. It’s a busy Friday night and his patience is tested.

Seeing
Red
with:

Taphouse

5 - 6 Lower Crescent
Belfast
BT7 1NR

Belfast is a City in flux, it changes all around
us, whether we like it to or not. The Taphouse,
formerly The Fly, has undergone a complete
refurbishment along with the new adjoining
nightclub Scratch. The mystic purple swirls
decorating the walls and the leather sofas
have been replaced with dark wood, sports
memorabilia, leather booths and slap bang
in front of the bar is a very impressive
American style pool table; a perfect centre
piece for this all-American style sports bar.
To fully appreciate the contrast between
the Taphouse and the Fly would be like
comparing Bruce Springsteen to Prince.

Atmosphere: ***
Service:
****
Products:
****
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Drink Recommends: Playing pool on
a seriously cool pool table and thursday
night drink promo’s.
The Taphouse has some great food offers, including a
generous Tapas style menu as well as a set menu for those
for whom snacking is not enough. Also on offer is a few pool
and drink promotions plus a decent cocktail list with quite
a few classics.
With Bruce Springsteen still in mind, why not try the
deliciously enticing Bourbon Smash, a blend of fresh
raspberries, cranberry, mint, lime and of course bourbon.
The cocktail was prepared quickly and very professionally,
appearing in a very masculine ‘rocks’ style glass. The
cranberry juice smoothed the slight bitterness of the
raspberries whilst adding character to the double shot of
Jack Daniels. Now sit back and take in the décor, particularly
the comic book style illuminated heads of pinball machines
dotted around the walls.
This Bar is as much like the Fly as the movie The Fly II was
to its predecessor - it’s a completely different story.

If

did adverts?
Well, luckily they do and usually they’re worth waiting
for. Since 1975 they have been telling us that their
lager above all others is “probably the best lager in the
world.” This enduring slogan was introduced with a
voice-over by the legendary Orson Welles, immediately
adding a certain gravitas to the statement in the face
of obvious hyperbole. It has hitherto remained the
totem pole of Carlsberg’s marketing campaign but it
was not until 2001 that the slogan’s potential would
truly be exploited when Carlsberg unleashed its award
winning ‘World According to Carlsberg’ campaign
through a series of 10 adverts.
Basically, drinkers were asked to imagine what the
world could be like if Carlsberg applied their passion
for quality and excellence to everyday life. Each advert
operated within a similar format but encompassed
differing themes. The maiden theme was Holiday,
finishing with the line, “Carlsberg don’t do holidays,
but if we did, they would probably be the best holidays
in the world.” And so on and so forth, ranging from
flatmates, nightclubs and dreams to pub teams,
all focusing on a male perspective that principally
imagined the best possible outcome in each scenario.
Beautiful women, pleasant bouncers, a glass of
Carlsberg at every turn and above all, a stress free
life are the order of the day. A strong association with
football runs through these ads also, best exemplified
in the Pub Teams ad, where Carlsberg gets together a
pub team comprised of football legends. Essentially
Carlsberg don’t make life, but if they did, it would
probably be the best life in the world.
As well as having an ingenious marketing campaign,
Carlsberg were also very lucky in one of their earlier
adverts, first aired in the 1980’s. Luckily, during
the denouement of the WW1 film Ice Cold in Alex,
four people wait patiently for glasses of Carlsberg
following an epic desert trek. The lead guy caresses
his drink before sinking it in one while the others look
on respectfully; his words “Worth waiting for” was
conveniently a ready made slogan. Carlsberg don’t do
films but if they did …

Drinking End-game

Mother
of
all
drinking
games
Mother
Motherofofallalldrinking
drinkinggame
gam
Prepare :
9 ½ glasses of red wine, 1 pint of cider, 1
shot of lighter fluid(substitute with shot of
absinthe), 2 ½ shots of gin, 6 glasses of sherry,
13 whiskeys and ½ pint of ale.
Sit back and watch:
2 struggling actors with a fondness for booze,
one drug addled associate, one randy bull,
one similarly randy uncle, and one accidental
holiday.
Now attempt to drink whatever Withnail drinks.
(By all means do not complete this task)
Godspeed!!!

Welcome to Withnail and I, the hilarious British
comedy that plays perpetually in student digs.
This 1987 film, ram packed with acerbic wit,
is different from your average student offering
because of its establishment within the
pantheon of the cult movie. If not the greatest
of them all it’s certainly the funniest and is
responsible for one of the most daring feats
of mankind, The Withnail and I Drinking Game,
the contents of which
are outlined above.

Please do not attempt. (Seriously)

A spartan film to say the least; two out of
work actors endure a farcical holiday. One is
assaulted by the other’s amorous uncle. They
both return to their life of squalor in Camden
Town, one with a job, the other without. In
contrast to the austere plot there is a
cacophony of baroque language, now
immanently quotable lines, punctuated
by incessant drinking and anarchic
behaviour.

The principle characters are the eponymous
antiheroes Withnail and I, (Marwood in the
script). In support there are Monty, Withnail’s
ludicrously camp uncle, and Danny, the
deranged drug dealer.
If this film had an engine, it would
be run by alcohol, as nearly every
scene revolves around it or is driven
by it, or at the very least is decorated
by it, but the irresistible lure of it is the
excruciatingly funny dialogue. And the
jewel in that crown is the character
Withnail, and more importantly
Richard E. Grant’s monstrous
performance that brought
writer and director Bruce
Robinson’s words to the
screen. With Grant being

A trained actor

reduced to the
states of a bum!

ses
mes

a teetotaller, Robinson had doubts that he could bring Withnail to the screen,
so in pursuit of what he called a ‘chemical memory’, the clean living Grant
was for one time only ordered to immerse himself in vodka and cola. And he
did, bringing every nuance and drunken affection to the part of Withnail. To
add insult to injury, during the lighter fluid scene, Grant no doubt expecting
some pleasant substance was unknowingly given a shot of vinegar.

Grant and Robinson’s creation is sordid, capricious, eloquent, self-obsessed,
cowardly and unruly. Cadaverous in appearance and pompous in nature he
is solely intent on getting drunk regardless of the consequences. In essence,
he sells his friend’s arse for a bottle of wine and a weekend in the country.
He seems oblivious to anyone else’s predicament but he’s aggressively witty,
hell bent on self-destruction and has a lion’s share of the best lines, not that
there are any bad lines in this film. Marwood played by Paul McGann ties the
film together with a voiceover, and although complicit in the shenanigans,
is essentially the voice of reason. He is the sensible one who attempts to
give their existence some semblance of reality; a futile task considering the
enormity of the challenge.
For all the debauchery and riotous behaviour in the film, it is essentially a
hangover film. By and large the characters are miserable and hung-over;
their bouts of glee are short lived. Set in 1969, the characters are indicative
of the hangover from the sixties, the year the Age of Aquarius came crashing
down, hells angels ran rampant at a Stones concert, drugs started to take
their toll. But the wicked humour of the film expressed most eloquently
in Withnail’s relentless vitriol, hides this fact and who are we to care.
Whenever we have a bastard behind the eyes following
a night’s drinking we can laugh back at our own
Withnail inspired moments of madness, usually
peppered with direct quotations whilst at the
same time embracing the hangover with all
the cowardliness and sardonic humour of
Withnail, again dipping into the interminable
array of quotations suitable for such an
occasion.
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Funniest film ever? Obviously that’s an
arbitrary decision, but heck find me a
funnier one and I’ll just call you Indy, but
those of you stupid enough to follow the
beaten track of Withnail and attempt the
infamous drinking game, beware; he ends
the film alone, finally performing Hamlet,
but to a pack of wolves in the torrential rain.
And to make matters worse, in the original
story (an unpublished novel) he returns
home, pours wine into the barrel
of Monty’s shotgun and pulls
the trigger as he drinks from it.
Robinson thought the ending
too bleak. Funny that!!!

Dress:
Pillar box red

Darling Fashionistas,
Josephine Boot :
There is nothing better than a Minette Shoes
www.minette
little season change to bring
shoes.com
out the best of our wardrobes
– Autumn/Winter 2008 is set to
be a HUGE season for fashion
and we are already bringing
back tights, knits, and scarves.
As well as all the usual AW
styles, this season’s hottest
looks are tartan, lace, tailoring
and embracing jewel colours:
We cannot wait, and will be
emerald, ruby, sapphire…
sipping away at our West Coast
Coolers while enjoying the
All of these fantastic looks were
fashion packed event as well as
seen on the stunning models
amazing goodie bags – a must
during the official launch
go to for any fashionista
for West Coast Cooler
in the city of Belfast!
FASHIONWEEK
at
Make sure you get your
Cayenne Restaturant
application
forms
last
month.
for the Awards
Northern
– email cathy@
I r e l a n d ’s
c a t h y m a r t i n p r.
premiere
com and nominate
fashion
Madison
all your favourite
event
rose
stores!
is back,
and is this time ahead of the
Our
resident
fashion pack by announcing an
S i p p i n g
Senoritas
are
exciting new awards ceremony.
Jane Williams and
The first ever Northern Ireland
Danielle
Hibbert
Fashion & Retail Awards will
from
Fashion
take place on the final night of
Pharmacy.
For
Belfast FASHIONWEEK in The
all your style tips
Baby Grand – a night not to be
and
personal
missed as retail, fashion and
shopping needs
shopping will be celebrated!
October 16th – 18th are the key
dates for your diaries, so check
out the schedule - far right.

log onto www.
fashionpharmacy.
net or call +44 (0)
2890 324437.

Thursday 16 October 8.00pm
AVOCA, HARPER, Beverly Hills,
Liberty Blue, Atelier, Oxfam
Vintage,
Raspberry
Beret,
Madison Rose, Pillar Box Red,
Orchid Lingerie, Mary Rose
McGrath,Una Rodden
Friday
17
October
6.30pm J o u r d a n ,
MaxMara, Excel, Roxbury
& McQueen, Havana,
Hugo Thomas, Coral, Posh
Frocks, Marina Rinaldi, Blush
Friday 17 October 8.00pm:
Jourdan, MaxMara, Excel,
Roxbury
&
McQueen,
Havana, Hugo Thomas,
Coral, Posh Frocks, Marina
Rinaldi, Blush
Saturday 18 October
11.00am: House of Fraser
in store Brunch show. Held
at Ba Mizu, 5th floor House
of Fraser (Victoria Square)
Saturday 18 October
8.00pm: Fashion & Retail
awards with collections
from House of Fraser at
Baby Grand

Tickets
are
available
from
The Grand Opera
House box office.
Call
+44(0)2890
241919 or log on
Dress: Atelier
to:

www.goh.co.uk

June saw the Connoisseurs Club relocate from
the stately surroundings of the Merchant Hotel
to the more spartan settings of Belfast Tech.
In a large hall, roughly 100 people sat back to
take in the merits of two leading figures in the
cocktail world, which in reality was something
of a David Vs Goliath pairing. With all respect
to the molecular mixologist Tony Conigliaro, it
would be a mammoth task to outshine Dale
DeGroff aka ‘King Cocktail’.
The scene, somewhat reminiscent of a
presidential debate, was set for the two men
to shoot the proverbial breeze on all things
cocktail. Funnily enough DeGroff does have
something of the Martin Sheen appearance
about him, a mixture of presidential ease with
that worn but affable charm that Hollywood
has eulogised in countless bar scenes. Martin
Sheen elect initiated the proceedings with an
illuminating journey through the illustrious
history of the cocktail, citing immigration, the
industrial revolution and politics as mitigating
factors in the cocktail’s rise.

Next was the alchemy of Tony Conigiliaro; his
molecular mixology bringing a 21st century
tinge to the proceedings. If DeGroff was
the classic bartender, then Conigiliaro was
his post-modern antithesis as he set about
deconstructing the cocktail. Having sought a
cross pollination of information that would allow
him to deconstruct the taste of drinks, he had
gathered together chefs and label designers
to achieve this aim in the hope that he could
finally reconstruct the cocktail bigger and
better. Eventually he married the idea of an
iconic perfume with an iconic cocktail resulting
in the Chanel No. 5 cocktail.
The evening was gratefully peppered with an
array of tasters reflecting each cocktail under
discussion, as the audience sat back and took
in the tenets of what was essentially a clash of
classic and contemporary styles. So whether
you’re a 21st century boy or cut from an older
cloth, there was much on offer.

On August 28 1905,
Jean Lanfray, a
vineyard
worker
and day labourer
began his day like
all others, with a
shot of absinthe. Throughout the
day Lanfray imbibed a further shot
of absinthe, a crème de menthe,
several brandies, over ½ litre of
wine and one homemade but potent
mug of brandy. Before the day was
out, Lanfray had murdered his two
young daughters, his wife and their
unborn child, before an unsuccessful
suicide attempt. Unable to wield the
cumbersome rifle successfully on his
person he then lay down in his barn
cradling his youngest dead child.
The two shots of absinthe would
supersede all aspects of Lanfray’s
murderous
escapade.
These
two actions would precipitate the
decimation of the absinthe industry
and for the best part of a century
consigned the green fairy to the
poem, the canvas, and the memoirs
of its celebrated drinkers.
Absinthe is a strongly alcoholic aperitif made from alcohol and distilled spirits, chief amongst
them grand wormwood and green anise, but also almost always including 3 other herbs: petite
wormwood, fennel, and hyssop. The traditional strength is 55%-72%.
Almost from its inception, absinthe has been known as “La Fee Verte” or “The Green Fairy”, a
tribute to its reputedly seductive and intoxicating powers.
Although absinthe established its place amongst the pantheon of drinks during the Belle Epoque
in Paris, its humble origins lie elsewhere. Its first whisperings began in Couvet in Switzerland,
and nearby Pontarlier in the Doubs region of France. Legend has it that one Dr Pierre Ordinaire
invented the drink, producing the first commercial absinthe, originally as a cure all remedy. News of
this wonder drug soon pricked the ears of Major Dubied who envisaged a rather different possibility
for this wonder drug. The man in question purchased what was reputed to be Ordinaire’s original
recipe at the beginning of the 19th century and thus began large-scale production. Absinthe hit
its peak during the 1880-1910 period in France. In 1874 the French consumed 700,000 litres of
absinthe per year. By 1910 they now consumed a whopping 36,000,000 litres per year.

in effect a smokescreen for the influential
vineyard owners’ attempts to wrestle back
the working class market. Absinthe had
usurped wine’s dominance as the drink of
choice for the working classes due to the
phyloxera outbreak in Europe’s vineyards.
In 1907 a petition was signed by 400,000
people, which declared, “absinthe makes
you crazy and criminal, provokes epilepsy
and tuberculosis, and has killed thousands
of French people. It makes a ferocious
beast of a man, a martyr of woman, and
a degenerate of the infant, it disorganises
and ruins the family and menaces the future
of the country”. Absinthe was banned in
numerous European countries

Absinthe’s allegedly hallucagenic properties
and its green hue ensured its status as tipple
of choice amongst bohemian circles: Pablo
Picasso, Oscar Wilde, Ernest Hemmingway
and the mercurial Vincent Van Gough to name
but a few. Rightly or wrongly it falls to the
latter to carry the mantle of the great absinthe
drinkers. Some modern absinthe producers
like to associate Van Gough’s infamous ear
slicing moment to his heavy intake of absinthe.
Conveniently they ignore his family history
of mental illness and that he himself was
throughout his life an outcast and a depressive
who suffered from epileptic fits and bouts of
psychotic attacks. Van Gough and his ilk were
to the status quo, endemic of the rampant
lunatics rampaging through their streets
consuming this green concoction.

Absinthe Drip
50mls of absinthe
1 sugar cube
chilled mineral
water
Glass: Pony		
Method: Pour
absinthe into prechilled absinthe
glass. Place sugar
cube on top of an
absinthe spoon.
Drip water drop
by drop until
the sugar has
disappeared.
Ice: none
Garnish: none
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The temperance movement of the late 19th
and early 20th century quickly saw absinthe
as ideal cannon fodder, coining the phrase
absinthism which would in France become
synonymous with alcoholism now characterised
by addiction, hyper excitability, epileptic fits and
hallucinations. The vitriolic onslaught on the
green fairy was quite remarkable considering
this aspect of the temperance movement was

Lanfray’s murders horrified a country
but those two shots of absinthe had the
wounded wine industry licking its lips as the
death knell sounded for the green fairy; it
would not be rejuvenated until the late 20th
century.

Shu Bar will host the Ireland heat of the Marie Brizard
global cocktail competition on Monday 6th October 2008.
The winner will receive £500 and go on to represent
Ireland at the 26th Annual Marie Brizard International
Bartender Seminar and Cocktail Competition on 5th to
8th December 2008 in Bordeaux where they will compete
alongside 130 bartenders from 27 countries.
This is the second time the prestigious competition has
come to Ireland. Last year professional bartenders Jack
McGarry and Chris Strong were selected from the Ireland
heat to represent their country in Bordeaux. The duo
impressed the judges in France and were placed 12th in
the world!
This year’s competition will consist of three rounds,
the first of which will be a blind tasting round. The
second round will measure the speed and accuracy of
competitors as they are tasked with making five identical
cocktails in seven minutes! The final round is free-style,
giving competitors the opportunity to show their creativity,
charisma and performance.

For full rules and regulations and an application form please
contact: Niki at Hollywood & Donnelly on 028 90707274 or
niki.maccorquodale@candcgroup.ie or send your entries
to info@san-greal.com

In Association with
San- greal Ltd:
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Entry requirements:
Hollywood & Donnelly will provide all spirits, liqueurs, ice,
syrup, and lemon and lime juice - contestants just need to
bring any special ingredients, glassware and equipment.
So, all you budding cocktail makers out there -send your
entries in now and get ready to shake, mix, wow, dazzle
and show the worldwide cocktail industry that Ireland is a
cocktail shakin’ force to be reckoned with!

Passionate drinker...

...Shane McGowan

It has been described as a rigor mortis
death rattle or more endearingly, the
celebrated Mutley laugh. Then there’s
the appearance: protruding ears,
wide eyed grin, somewhat startled
expression and the teeth or lack thereof
as a result of drunken bouts culminating
in undignified meetings with pavements
and even an altercation with The
Beach Boys (a deluded attempt to
declare America’s cultural inferiority
by attempting to eat volume three of
The Beach Boys’ greatest hits). The
once skinny frame now bloated from
excess reveals the legendary Irish hell
raiser Shane MacGowan. His status as
a hardened drinker is accepted, almost
applauded because of his talent that
is steeped in a culture that embraces a

session, both lilting and imbibing, for
Shane MacGowan is undeniably one of
the greatest balladeers to have roamed
the Emerald Isle.
Shane MacGowan was born on Christmas
Day fifty years ago, spending the first six
years of his life in Tipperary in a rural
house drenched in the soul and vigour of
Irish traditional music. It was here that
the young MacGowan absorbed the soul
of Ireland both musically and mystically
until the family joined the mass exodus
to Britain to seek work, so at the age of 6
Shane began a new life in England as an
Irish immigrant. Aged 11, he earned a
scholarship to the School of Westminster
where in his second year he was expelled
for possession of drugs. The tempestuous

love affair with alcohol and various other In 1983, with the single ‘Streams of
substances began to flourish.
Whiskey’, MacGowan unleashed his
anarchic drunken crew on an unsuspecting
Understandably so, given he had his first British public. An inspired fusion of punk
drink aged 4. Either his parents believed with traditional Irish music propelled the
that kids who were denied alcohol were band to relative stardom at a time when
more likely to become alcoholics, or it was it was neither popular nor fashionable to
in exchange with his aunt for promising be Irish in Britain. He fed the public an
to forsake the devil, depending on what uncompromising diet of punk laced Irish
source you believe. Either way his Ribeena songs telling tales of the disenfranchised
had materialised into Guinness and he Irish in London, signalling the emergence
liked it (his words).
of a serious song writing talent that
would be recognised by many musical
heavyweights, most notably Nick Cave,
Bono, Sinead O’ Connor, Joe Strummer
and Bob Dylan.
Having overcome a reluctant British
public, a warm welcome from the Irish
appeared par for the course. Alas, in Ireland
they were seen as an embarrassment, the
drunken paddy reincarnated, an unruly
reminder of Ireland’s past. It was a long
time until he was recognised as one of their
own; a north London punk transformed
into one of Ireland’s greatest living
balladeers while simultaneously blurring
the lines between his own lifestyle and the
down and outs he eulogised in songs such
as ‘The Old Main Drag’. The albums, ‘If I
Should Fall From Grace With God’, ‘Rum
Sodomy and the Lash’ and the glorious
Christmas single ‘Fairy Tale in New
York’ have immortalised The Pogues as
not only an iconic band of 1980’s Britain
but as a great Irish band with MacGowan
established as a true Irish icon.
Unfortunately a new generation see only
the drunken Irish stereotype because the
legendary balladeer is now eclipsed by the
legendary drinker. In response to this,
he has confounded everyone from fans to
obituary writers by celebrating his 50th
birthday and continuing to sell out shows
from Brooklyn to Belfast.
His girlfriend once said “Shane doesn’t
have a death wish; he just doesn’t enjoy
life without a drink.” And in the wrong
company, who’s to blame him?
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Sinead O’Connor once said of MacGowan,”I
hope he doesn’t smash himself into
Ireland”. Albeit an ambiguous statement,
he does seem to smash himself into
everything, whether it’s music scenes,
bars, pavements or of course the occasional
Pogues gig. Evidence of this behaviour was
first documented at a Clash gig where an
over zealous punk of the opposite sex took
a broken bottle to Shane’s ear following
a bout of playful biting. The resultant
gushing of blood was caught on camera;
cue the tabloid headline, ‘Cannibalism at
Clash gig’.

” Desperate but equally hedonistic Port. Hints of pesto, longingly elegant egos
and strong-willed milk chocolate”.
“ Fun but equally whimsical Pinot Gris. Drops of pineapple, arcane onion and
a modicum of lemon rind”.
In the sitcom Black Books, Dylan Moran
and Bill Bailey mistakenly drink a £7000
bottle of wine. Upon realising their
mistake they set about recreating the
wine aided with a detailed description.
Among other things, a trace of vanilla is
replicated by some vanilla ice-cream and
an oaky finish by a trip to the garden.
Now this is obviously ludicrous but it does
send up, rather glibly, the whole arena
of wine tasting and its accompanying
terminology.
But are they right? Is it out of ignorance
that people sneer at the rather specific
descriptions used by wine experts? I
came across an article where one expert
had found “bell pepper, green olive, ripe,
plush currant & black cherry” whereas
another expert on reviewing the same
wine found “berry, earth, chocolate and
coconut”. Currants, cherries and berries
are on the same wavelength but are
olives, earth, chocolate and coconut. So
maybe to a certain extent wine tasting is
arbitrary or maybe one of these experts
wasn’t spitting. A good argument against

this point is that it is indeed the arbitrary
nature of wine tasting that adds to the
enjoyment of the whole wine experience.
Then we have the case of such descriptions
as earth, flinty, stony or chalky. Now, I
can’t remember the last time I’ve nibbled
on either of these delicacies, but maybe
the experts have an acute memory of their
childhood eating habits. One wine critic
has said that these specific terms reflect
textures rather than aromas and flavours,
ie. a flinty wine is cold, sharp, austere, or
a stony wine is hard and bright. Now this
makes sense and is something that can
be applied by everyone.
One other moot point is the use of the
word expert. In all other fields you have
critics such as food, film and music but
in wine for some reason or other critic
is usurped by expert, so in reality who
are we to argue with them? Either way,
a wine highly recommended is invariably
excellent, but something makes me think
that no matter how expansive the English
language is, it’s a few words shy for the
world of wine.
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OUt & ABOUT

Apartment

Each issue, drink magazine will be
visiting numerous bars and clubs
to gather opinion and take photos.
And let’s be honest, probably have
a few drinks and some fun! Keep
an eye out and who knows, you may
find yourself shot, cut and printed by
some of our team! See you ‘out and
about!’
Crown Bar

POD

Advocate

Merchant bar

Midori launch @ Mint
out and about
cafe bar Cookstown

Merchant bar

Midori launch

Midori launch
Feel free to send in any pictures of
you and your friends out and about.

Sky

Send your pictures to:

info@drinkltd.com
Cheers, we know you enjoyed it as
much as we have.
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Beach club

Potthouse

42 BELOW and the 42 BELOW bottle design are trademarks and/or registered trademarks

www.42below.com

Enjoy 42 BELOW Responsibly

